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Tomb of Baba Taher, famous Iranian poet and mystic, is located
in Hamedan. Hamedan, the capital of the western province of
Hamedan, is one of the few cities in the world which are the cradles of large civilizations, the city’s representative in Parliament
told Iran Daily. Hamid Reza Haji-Babaei referred to the selection
of the city as the Capital of Asia Tourism for 2018.
He said with its old history, rich civilization and tourism attractions, Hamedan as one of the oldest city of the world, is worthy
of such designation. Haji-Babaei said the move shows the importance of the historical city of Hamedan in the world.
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‘Hamedan 2018’
to Introduce Old
Civilization of Iran
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Gilan Rural Heritage
Museum: A Museum

Cauliflower
Quinoa Curry Salad
This Cauliflower quinoa curry salad is a
good source of vitamins and minerals.
Ingredients:
■ (340g) Cauliflower
■ (100g) Quinoa
■ (100g) Lentils
■ (28g) Cilantro
■ (28g) Green onions
■ 1 Red Bell Pepper
■ 6 Red pearl onions
■ Lemon juice 1
■ Garlic Clove Curry Seasoning Salt,
Black pepper powder
Preparations:
Slice the cauliflower, pearl onions, and
bell pepper. Mince the cilantro and green
onions.
Directions:
Add a cup of water to quinoa in a pot and
boil for 15 minutes over medium heat.
Combine lentils with a cup of water in a
pot and boil for 15 minutes over medium
heat. Garnish cauliflower with olive oil,
curry seasoning, salt and pepper, and stir
thoroughly. Preheat oven to 350º F (190º

in Saravan Forest Park
he visitors of the Rural Museum are plunged into a genuine
world of customs and traditions and have the opportunity to
watch and explore rural living environment. The vernacular
architecture, the local artistic manifestation such as handicraft and
a wide range of traditions are exposed lively, in an authentic surrounding in the Rural Museum. The Gilan Rural Heritage Museum
as an open air museum which is devoted to the rural and ancestral
life, is the first one in Iran and remains so far the unique museum
of this type in Iran and beyond in the Middle-East and the Central
Asia. This Museum was designed to preserve and revive the material and spiritual heritage of Gilan, a coastal region of the Caspian
Sea, north of Iran. The idea of establishing the Gilan Rural Heritage
Museum backs to the earthquake of 1990 which accelerate and aggravate the deterioration and even the disappearance of vernacular and centenary architecture of the region of Gilan. The creation
of this Museum was preceded by large studies which have been
conducted, under the supervision of Professor Mahmoud Taleghani,
during three years. The Gilan Rural Heritage Museum has been located in the forest park of Saravan given its geographical and topographical features, which covers an area of 263 hectares. About 45
hectares of this forest park have been devoted to the construction of
the museum complex. The Gilan Rural Heritage Museum consists
of 25 collections of rural houses including 80 structures. Apart from
dwelling-houses, other buildings reflecting the rural life such as traditional café and restaurant, mosque, school and blacksmith workshop have been also rebuilt in the place of the Museum. 35 buildings
of the Museum including 23 rural houses, 3 traditional cafés, 3 rice
barn, 1 conference hall, 1 mosque, 1 blacksmith workshop, 1 rustic
charcoal making furnace, the entrance building and the house for researchers have been inscribed on the National Heritage List of Iran.
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Following Global Registration:
Yazd Becomes Top Tourist Destination
lobal registration of
Yazd as the largest
adobe city of the world
on UNESCO’s World Heritage List was an important plan
which was ratified by representatives of countries that
attended in UNESCO’s World
Heritage Committee. It is a harbinger of events to come for this
city and the whole tourism industry of the Iran. Yazd has witnessed positive developments
including rise in number of tourists and rise in revenues in the
past 11 months. Yazd is a city
which has achieved to maintain its ancient monuments and
architectural texture over the
years. Its residents have managed to adapt themselves to
desert conditions. Currently,
this city can
be considered
as a model for
other regions
in terms of
preserving
indigenous
architecture.
Iran Daily has
interviewed
Fatemeh
DaneshYazdi, chairwoman of
Y a z d
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Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts
and Tourism Department. Excerpts follow:
■ Please tell us about
your viewpoints regarding special characteristic of Yazd compared to
other monuments registered on UNESCO list.
Seventy-seven cities have
been registered as a historical
city which has an ancient or
archeological site. For example, three Spanish cities have been registered
on World Heritage List
— each of them has a
historical center. Yazd is
the first city with an extensive and dynamic old
texture which has been
registered on UNESCO
List. Prior to registration of
Yazd on UNESCO List, 21
Iranian monuments have been
registered on World Heritage
List such as Pasargad, Takhte Jamshid, Bistoun, Golestan
Palace, Iranian gardens and
Iranian aqueducts. Yazd was
registered as 22th Iranian heritage on UNESCO List. Yazd is
considered the first S h i a
city
of
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the world.
■ Why did the procedure
of global registration of
Yazd ancient site on UNESCO list become too
long?
Every monument should be

registered nationally before
global registration. An area of
Yazd— stretching over 900
hectares — was registered on
the National Herit-

age List in 2005. Given the
special characteristics of Yazd
historical site, the dossier of
Yazd was sent to UNESCO and
ratified after revisions. When
the dossier was prepared, UNESCO inspectors visited Yazd
and assessed Yazd ancient
site with five criteria regarding
values of ancient texture. They
declared their final assessment
to 41st Session of the World
Heritage Committee — held
in Krakow, Poland — which
led to global registration
of Yazd.
■ What are tourism
developments after
global registration
of Yazd?
Yazd has taken tourism
industry seriously in recent
years.
Cultural and historical tourists
make up the highest number
of visitors traveling to Iran. In
the past, they used to select Isfahan or Shiraz as their
destinations. Following global
registration of Yazd, it has become a top tourist destination.

Based on agreement reached
among chambers of commerce of provinces of Yazd,
Fars and Isfahan, the golden
triangle of tourism has been
formed among the trio. Every
tourist who enters each of the
abovementioned provinces, is
encouraged to visit the remaining two. The tourist arrivals
grew significantly after global
registration of Yazd. Close to
140,000 foreign tourists visited Yazd by the year to March
2018, indicating a growth of 20
percent compared to the year
before.
■ What policies has Yazd
Cultural Heritage Department adopted for drawing tourists to this desert
city?
Several festivals have been
considered for drawing tourists
to Yazd in low season. Close
to 60 provincial festivals were
held in Yazd during the year to
March 2018. In addition, Muharram rituals including Ashura
mourning and Nakhl-Gardani
are held in
Yazd annually.

C), cook the cauliflowers for 25 minutes.
In a large bowl, combine cooked quinoa,
lentils, cauliflowers, green onions, bell
pepper, and pearl onion. Mash a fresh
garlic clove on top and garnish with salt.
Stir in lemon juice. 8- Add olive oil and stir
thoroughly.

One Travel
Safety Tip for
Backpackers
ne of the best travel safety tips
I can give you is to blend in.
Act local, look local, be local…
This is of course sometimes laughably
impossible but when I am travelling in
countries like Pakistan or Venezuela
I will dress like a local. If you decide
to don the national dress, this can often work as a pretty good icebreaker.
Sometimes, I pretend I am OO7 on a
top secret mission to rescue a Norwegian (I like blondes) princess from a
far flung land. All I have to do is avoid
detection… In all seriousness though,
blending in will help you be culturally
sensitive as well and you will attract less
a t - tention. If you’re visiting a country that dr
dresses conservaeve in the worst hutively even
an heat then suck
midity and
it up, you need to respect
loca customs and
the local
dress that way too.
Wa
Wandering
through
the streets of Laos
to
topless
or in a biki is disrespectful
kini
a
and you will stand
o
out like a sore
tthumb. Doing this
in somewhere
like India is just
plain stupid.
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